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Abstract
We investigate the effect of speech coding on automatic speaker
recognition when training and testing conditions are matched
and mismatched. Experiments use standard speech coding algorithms (GSM, G.729, G.723, MELP) and a speaker recognition system based on Gaussian mixture models adapted from
a universal background model. There is little loss in recognition performance for toll quality speech coders and slightly
more loss when lower quality speech coders are used. Speaker
recognition from coded speech using handset dependent score
normalization is examined, and we find that this significantly
improves performance, particularly when there is a mismatch
between training and testing conditions.

1. Introduction
With the increase in availability and use of digital cellular and
VoIP telephony there has been increased interest in the effects
of speech compression algorithms on speaker recognition systems. In this paper we investigate the effects of four commonly
used speech coding algorithms on automatic speaker recognition for conversational telephone speech. We also examine the
effects of a mismatch between the training and testing phases of
the speaker recognition system, where, for example, the speaker
model is trained from uncoded speech and in the recognition
phase the speech is coded.
The speaker recognition experiments in this paper are performed using a Gaussian mixture model universal background
model (GMM-UBM) speaker recognition system [1]. This type
of speaker recognition system has consistently had excellent
performance in the annual NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluations [2, 1]. In the experiments, coded speech is generated
by first encoding and then decoding speech segments from the
NIST Speaker Recognition Benchmakrs [3] (SRB). This simulates the condition where speech originating from a land line is
encoded digitally during transmission. This occurs, for example, when a user on a land line is connected to a digital cellular
user.
In past work [4] a relatively small data set containing only
50 target speakers per gender was used to examine the effects
of speech coding algorithms on the above speaker recognition
system. Those experiments demonstrated that there was a slight
loss in speaker recognition performance for speech compressed
with toll quality coders and that this loss increased slightly for
lower quality speech coders. In particular, this performance
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loss increased when the training and testing conditions were
mismatched. These experiments used electret handsets and required that the training and testing speech use the same handset. We show that these results hold for a larger and more
challenging data set where carbon button handsets are included
and where the handset is allowed to vary between training and
testing. These added conditions are known to pose a significantly increased challenge to automatic speaker recognition
systems [2]. We also examine the effect of score normalization which is commonly used to boost system performance. We
find that handset dependent score normalization (HNORM) is
as effective for coded speech as it is for speech that has not
been coded. We also find that the performance loss associated
with a mismatch between the training and testing phases of the
speaker recognition system can be reduced or eliminated by using HNORM.

2. Background
2.1. Speech Coders
We chose four standard speech coding algorithms to cover a
range of speech quality and bit rates. The coders are: GSM
(12.2 kb/s), G.729 (8 kb/s), G.723 (5.3 kb/s) and MELP (2.4
kb/s). All of the coders use a source/filter representation of
speech, with the primary differences being the fidelity of the
transmitted parameters and the manner of coding and regenerating the excitation. The GSM coder is the ETSI Pan-European
standard fixed-point enhanced GSM at 12.2 kb/s and is based
on a regular multi-pulse residual coding scheme [5]. The G.729
coder is a fixed point coder at 8 kb/s standardized by ITU-T for
personal communication and satellite systems, and is based on
a conjugate-structure algebraic CELP residual coding scheme
[6]. These two coders produce toll quality speech. The G.723
coder is the CELP-based ITU-T multi-media standard coder at
5.3 kb/s [7]. Finally, the Mixed Excitation Linear Prediction[8]
(MELP) coder which is the new U.S. Federal Standard for
speech coding at 2.4 kb/s uses a synthetic excitation (harmonics plus noise). This coder is used for narrowband radio and
satellite communications.
2.2. Speaker Recognition System
The basic speaker detector is a likelihood ratio detector with target and alternative probability distributions modeled by Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) as shown in Figure 1. A Universal Background Model (UBM) GMM is used as the alternative
hypothesis model, and from this, target models are derived using Bayesian adaptation (also known as Maximum A-Posteriori
(MAP) training) [1]. The scores are normalized such that a sin-

gle speaker-independent threshold can be used for detection.

Figure 1: GMM-UBM likelihood ratio detector.

The front end processing for the system is as follows. A
19-dimensional mel-cepstral vector is extracted from the speech
signal every 10 ms using a 20 ms window. The mel-cepstral vector is computed using a simulated triangular filterbank on the
DFT spectrum. Bandlimiting is then performed by only retaining the filterbank outputs from the frequency range 300-3138
Hz. Cepstral vectors are processed first with cepstral mean subtraction and then with RASTA filtering to mitigate linear channel bias effects. Delta cepstra are then computed over a
frame span and appended to the cepstra vector producing a 38
dimensional feature vector. Lastly, the feature vector stream is
processed through an adaptive, energy-based speech detector to
discard low-energy vectors.
The UBM is a 2048 mixture gender-independent, handsetindependent GMM trained using about 9 hours of data selected
from the 1999 NIST SRB to be approximately evenly divided
between sex and handset type. Although slightly better performance is obtained when using a gender-dependent UBM
matched to the gender of the target speaker, a gender matched
UBM performs significantly worse under cross-gender test conditions [10]. While cross-gender testing is not included in the
experiments in this paper, it does occur in practice so a genderindependent UBM was used.
Target models are derived by Bayesian adaptation (a.k.a.
MAP estimation) of the UBM parameters using the two minutes
of training data. Only the mean vectors are adapted as this has
been observed to provide better performance. The amount of
adaptation of each mixture mean is data dependent. Details of
the adapted GMM-UBM system can be found in [1].



2.3. Score Normalization
In past work [1, 9], the use of score normalization has significantly improved the performance of speaker recognition systems. In this work we undertake to determine if score normalization, in particular handset dependent score normalization (HNORM), can be used to improve performance when the
speech has been coded. In HNORM, scores from a handsetdependent collection of fixed non-target (imposter) speech samples are used to normalize a speaker model.
First, we compute the log-likelihood ratio scores for a target
speaker with a set of imposter test segments coming from both
carbon-button (CARB) and electret (ELEC) handsets. We assume these scores have a Gaussian distribution and we estimate
the handset-dependent means and standard deviations for these
scores. To avoid bimodal distributions, the non-speaker data is
of the same gender as the target speaker. The target speaker now
has two sets of parameters describing his/her model's response
to CARB and ELEC type speech:
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Figure 2: Pictorial example of HNORM compensation. This
picture shows Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) score distributions
for two speakers before (left column) and after (right column)
HNORM has been applied. After HNORM, the non-speaker
score distribution for each handset type has been normalized
to zero mean and unit standard deviation.
In this paper we used 200 30-second speech segments per handset type, per gender derived from the 1999 NIST SRB test corpus. In general, the duration of the speech segments used to
estimate HNORM parameters should match the expected duration of the test speech segments.
During recognition, a handset detector is used to supply the
handset type of the test segment. This detector is a simple maximum likelihood detector with handset types represented by 256
mixture GMMs [11]. Then for each test segment, , HNORM
is applied to the log-likelihood ratio score as
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The desired effect of HNORM is illustrated in Figure 2.
This figure shows Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) score distributions for two speakers before (left column) and after (right
column) HNORM has been applied. The effect of removing
the handset dependent biases and scales is to normalize the
non-target speaker score distributions such that they have zero
mean and unit standard deviation for speech from both handset
types. This results in better performance when using a single
threshold for detection. In addition to removing handset bias
and scales, HNORM also helps normalize log-likelihood scores
across different speaker models, again resulting in better performance when using speaker-independent thresholds as in the
NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluations [2, 12]. HNORM is in
effect estimating speaker and handset specific thresholds and
mapping them into the log-likelihood score domain rather than
using them directly.

3. Experiments and Results
The data used for this paper are derived from NIST Speaker
Recognition Benchmarks [3] (SRB) which are made up of conversational telephone speech. Coded speech is generated by
encoding and then decoding the speech segments with each of
the four speech coders, simulating the condition where speech
originating from a land line is encoded digitally during transmission. The data for training the UBM and for computing

Figure 3: The three conditions shown are: the original handset estimator (white bars), using a coder dependent threshold
(light grey bars), and using a coder dependent handset estimator (dark grey bars).

HNORM parameters was selected from the 1999 NIST SRB.
The test data used in this paper are that of the single speaker
detection task in the 2000 NIST SRB. This is a much larger and
more demanding data set than was used in [4] where the handset
was not allowed to vary between training and testing and only
electret handsets were used. In contrast, the 2000 NIST SRB
includes tests where the training and testing handsets were different and it includes both electret and carbon-button handsets.
In addition there are over 6000 test utterances compared with
the 625 test utterances used in [4].
3.1. Handset Detection
The use of HNORM in the experiments below requires
that the handset for each test segment be identified from the
coded speech. The GMMs for CARB and ELEC speech used
by the handset detector were not trained from coded speech
and therefore do not work as well on coded speech. Figure 3
shows handset identification errors when the speech has been
coded and compares it to handset identification using the original speech segments. The “ground truth” from which handset
identification error is measured is the set of handset likelihoods
in the SPHERE headers of the speech files. Even with the clean
speech there is still roughly a 4% “error” and the reason for this
is not clear. It may be that the handset likelihood in the SPHERE
header was measured from the entire conversation whereas the
SPHERE file itself contains only a part of the conversation. It
should be noted that the goal of handset detection is to separate
speech into two broad classes which are useful for score normalization and in practice we find that perfect separation is not
required.
In an attemt to reduce handset identification error a pair of
handset models was created for each speech coder by passing
the training speech for the handset models through each of the
speech coders and training new GMMs. With these coder dependent handset models the error is reduced, however, a more
simple approach to the problem worked just as well. Using the
original handset models with coder dependent detection thresh-

Figure 4: Histogram of posterior probability of carbon handset type for clean speech (solid line) and G.729 speech (dashed
line).

olds yielded similar handset detection error rates as did using
coder dependent handset models. This can be understood by
examining the histogram in Figure 4 of the posterior probability
of carbon as measured by the original handset detector for both
clean and coded speech. The distribution of the posterior probability of carbon for coded speech is clearly shifted to the left
and indicates that the detection threshold should be adjusted.
In the HNORM experiments below we use the original handset
GMMs with coder dependent detection thresholds. The above
handset detection experiments were performed using the 1999
NIST SRB with half of the data used to estimate thresholds and
the other half used to evaluate the performance.
3.2. Test Conditions
There are three places in the system where coded speech may
be encountered: the test data, the target speaker training data,
and the background model training data. In the matched case
all of the speech is coded while in the mismatched cases some
of speech is coded while some of the speech is not coded. For
each speech coder, there are four conditions that we tested and
compared to a baseline condition in which no coding was performed. We describe the conditions in order of decreasing degree of matching between training and testing.







Condition A: This is the fully matched case where background and target models are derived from coded speech
and the test data is also coded. In this case training and
testing speech are coded and a matching coded UBM is
available.
Condition B: This is a partially mismatched case where
the UBM and target model are derived from coded
speech and the test data is from uncoded speech. Since
the uncoded test messages are scored against two coded
models, we expect performance to decrease relative to
condition A. In this case training and testing speech are
mismatched but a UBM matching the training speech is
available.
Condition C: This is a partially mismatched case where
the UBM and target model are derived from uncoded
speech and the test data is from coded speech. Since

Figure 5: Speaker detection performance without HNORM (white bars) and with HNORM (grey bars).



the coded test messages are scored against two uncoded
models, we expect performance similar to condition B.
As in condition B the training and testing speech are
mismatched but a UBM matching the training speech is
available.
Condition D: This is the fully mismatched case where
the background model is derived from uncoded speech
and the target models and test data are from coded
speech. The test data is thus scored against one model
derived from coded speech (the target speaker model)
and one model derived from uncoded speech (the background model); as such, we expect the worst performance for this case. In this condition the training and
testing speech are matched but a matching coded UBM
is not available.

3.3. Matched Condition with HNORM
Speaker detection performance for the various coders in the
fully matched condition is shown in Figure 5. This is the
condition where all training and testing speech are coded and
a matching coded UBM is used. Performance is shown in
terms of the Equal-Error-Rate (EER) which is the operating
point where the probabilities of miss and false alarm are equal.
Speaker detection performance for the GSM coder is nearly
identical to the performance on uncoded telephone speech and
there is a slight increase in the EER as the coder bit rate (and
speech quality) decreases. The figure shows that HNORM is as
effective for coded speech as it is for uncoded speech, decreasing the EER about 2-3%. This is true even for G.723 and MELP
where the handset identification error is roughly double the error for uncoded speech, thus demonstrating that perfect handset
detection is not required for HNORM.
3.4. Mismatched Conditions
We now examine speaker detection performance in mismatched
conditions without score normalization in Figure 6. The trends

seen here are similar to those seen in [4] although the EERs
here are higher because the data set is more challenging. First,
in the fully mismatched condition (D) the performance is inferior to either of the partially mismatched conditions (B and
C). This demonstrates that it is important for the speech in the
background model to match the target model training speech.
Second, for male speakers the detection error increases when
there is a mismatch between training and testing speech (conditions B and C), but for female speakers this is not necessarily
the case. In condition B where the background and target model
are derived from coded speech and the test speech is uncoded,
the performance for female speakers is better or equal to that
of the fully matched condition (A). One difference with the results in [4] is that female speakers using the GSM coder in [4]
showed no performance difference between the fully matched
and fully mismatched conditions. Here we see that the fully
mismatched conditon (D) has an EER roughly 3% higher than
the fully matched condition (A).
The system performance with HNORM is shown in Figure 7. In this case the fully matched condition (A) no longer
has the best performance. The partially mismatched conditions
(B and C) have EERs equal to or lower than the matched condition for all coders. Thus, use of HNORM can eliminate the
performance loss associated with a mismatch between the training and testing speech. In addition, the performance loss of the
fully mismatched condition relative to the fully matched condition is reduced from 3-4% to 1-2%. The worst performance is
seen when the target model training speech does not match the
background model training speech.

4. Summary
In this paper, we demonstrated that the adapted GMM-UBM
speaker recognition system can be effectively used for textindependent speaker detection when telephone speech has been
compressed using common speech coding algorithms. It was
shown that HNORM can be applied to coded speech but that
the detection threshold for the handset detector should be ad-

Figure 6: The four conditions shown are: fully matched (A) (in white), partially mismatched (B) (in light grey), partially mismatched
(C) (in dark grey), and fully mismatched (D) (in black).

justed to account for the speech coding. HNORM is about as
effective at improving system performance for coded speech as
it is for uncoded speech, and HNORM eliminates the performance loss associated with a mismatch between training and
testing data. HNORM also reduces, but does not eliminate, the
performance loss encountered when the speech used to train the
background model does not match the speech used to train the
target speaker model. This type of mismatch reduces system
performance more than any other type of mismatch does.
Overall, the effect of speech coding on the adapted GMMUBM speaker recognition system is relatively benign under
matched conditions. There is only a slight increase in the EER
for toll quality speech coders as compared with the baseline uncoded speech. This is true either with or without the use of
HNORM. The performance loss for lower rate speech coders is
only slightly greater.
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